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‘The human being will never be done with the interplay of

changes. It has no beginning and no end. In keeping with

natural laws, dialectics constitutes the borderland of the

depths. And the human being finds himself in that

borderland. But he does not need to go through it. He can

rise from it. This underlies, perhaps, the human mistake: he

wants to break through the boundary of the depths, but he

must rise from it. The human being can leave this borderland

any time, and raise himself. Many people are raising

themselves from the depths all the time, but they fall back

again with a thud. Until at last, in the end, sufficient insight

has been born as a result of experience and conflict.

And if there is insight, genuine insight, then there will also be

sufficient power for raising oneself [...] And when a person has

reached this point, he will begin to understand the words of

Hermes:

ßWorship these words, my son, and revere them: there is only one worship,

one way to serve and worship God, namely by not being evil.�’

J vanRijckenborgh,TheEgyptianArch-Gnosis4, chapter xv,The Sword of the

Spirit.
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‘You beckon me, like in a dream’

The things that endlessly surround us

suddenly they seem to come to a standstill.

There is music of steps, wondrously soft

You beckon me, like in a dream, to come to you.

ThereYou are standing, to show me a way out

And Your hands radiant light of the moment

Now I see it, too: a crack in the gate of time

And a bridge of light shows itself, as wide as heaven

Eugen Roth





The archer

‘Will not the knowledge of the chief good, then,
have a great influence on life? Shall we not, like
archers who have a mark to aim at, be more likely
to hit upon what is right? If so, we must try, in
outline at least, to determine what it is, and of
which of the sciences or capacities it is the
object.’1

Aristoteles, Ethica, stanza 1094

An archer aims his arrow at themark,
draws the bow with all his strength, and
then, when he has increased the tension
to its ‘highest point’, releases it. The
arrow flies away and hits themark. Bull’s
eye! Or not.
The sport-loving archer would,
obviously, like to hit the mark.The
meditative type is more concerned with
the whole; rather the act itself is his
mark. Because it is not essential from
whichmotives he acts, this is what it is in
principle all about: aiming ^ tensile force
^ releasing ^ hitting themark.This way
of acting can also be observed in
everyday life.

Which goal is envisaged?

‘It is time for man to fix his goal. It is
time for man to plant the germ of his
highest hope. Still is his soil rich
enough for it. But that soil will one day
be poor and exhausted, and no lofty
tree will any longer be able to grow
thereon.

Alas! there comes the time when man will no longer
launch the arrow of his longing beyond man and the
string of his bow will have unlearned to whizz!’

Friedrich Nietzsche
2

The goal we choose in life is always a
very personal matter, because every
human being has his own images of a
goal, either only for himself, expressed
inwardly, or lived outwardly, visible to
everyone. But regardless of the way, in
which someone deals with the images
of his life’s goal: the longing to reach a
goal requires that we have faith in this
goal and that we draw strength from
this faith. In daily life, most of us know
more or less exactly what we want to
achieve. And here the word want to
achieve is emphasised.On the basis of
this wanting, we generate a great tensile
force. We make a supreme effort to
reach an as high as possible level, and to
reach the envisaged goal exactly. It
should be exactly as it is in our own
conceptual universe. And this idea is
one with the person, firmly connected,
inseparable.
Most people have a firm belief in the
realisation of the personality. This very
belief is the basis onwhich every
personal life rests. Are we able to realise
the images of our goal permanently and
accurately?
Unfortunately, this does not completely
succeed.Certainly, goals can be reached,
but the happiness of this achievement is
not permanent and awhole series of dis-
appointments will follow: ‘... too bad,you
did not hit the mark.’
If you are the sports type,you train and
try to increase the number of hits. If you
are moremeditatively inclined,you
console yourself that the way is the goal
and you are also glad about the failed
shots, which at least provided
experience.
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Because of the never-ending series of newgoals
and the innate, continuous striving to reach
them,you may become very tired. The faith in
your own self-realisation is then no longer
unconditional, but short interruptions occur
in your hectic, daily activities. Then you are
going to explore your inner horizon, because
basically a human being wants to believe. In
his innermost depth, the certainty vibrates
that there must be an indisputable goal. And
this certainty makes you ask the questions:
‘Where do I find this goal? Where is the perfect
link with the goal? When can I have accom-
plished everything ^ and can I be happy
without desires? This result cannot be seen in
my current life. What I perceive are achieve-
ments that are subsequently lost again.
Holding on to them results in their loss. And
releasing them may bring about a new en-
counter. There are good and bad goals, and
often we cannot see which is which.
Where is the solution of this problem? Where
canwe find a haven between the eternal
motions to and fro?Where is the goal ofmy life,
the eternal haven?’

The highest goal in life is recognised by
the heart

‘To die ^ to sleep;
No more; ^ and by a sleep to say
we end the heartache and the thousand natural shocks.
That flesh is heir to, it is a consummation
devoutly to be wished.’ ^ William Shakespeare

3

When you are able to continue asking until you
hit the basis, the questions that lead to the core,
this may quite well signify that you are experi-
encing an existential crisis. This crisis leads to
the desire one day to be able to truly let go of
everything. It is the homesickness for the
perfect silence, for no longer wanting to exist. It
may last a short moment, only a second. For a
moment, there are no longer any goals that you
want to reach at any cost. Being spontaneously
focused onmaterial and emotional matters
stops for a moment, or for a longer period. A
moment of standstill is created, a situation that
we, as modern people, do not like to discover
within ourselves and whichwe often immedi-
ately try to fill with new activities.
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What happens whenwe do not fill this space
with new, outward activities, but look into this
silence in an open and ‘creative’ way?

‘I lift up my eyes to the hills. From whence does my help
come?’ ^ Psalm 121:1

4

In this word from the Bible, our inner view is
directed towards thehighest possible point we
can imagine.Themountaintop, fromwhichwe
cannot go on, or whichwemay perhaps not be
able to reach, is the spearhead of our longing. It is
a spiritual orientation point, lying beyond our
material comprehension. Here themind
experiences great problems in thinking along
these lines. Andwe object: ‘I cannot imagine
this; andwhat I cannot imagine, I donot believe.’
Thinking beyond our limited powers of
imaginationmeans opening our heart to an
inspiring power, whichworks universally and
breaks through boundaries.Opening our heart
also means thinking with our heart.Generally
speaking, it is good practice to leave thinking to
the mind, but approaching a problem from the
heartmeans breaking with quite somehabitual
thinking, whichmust be turned around.
Dowe believe in such a universal power that
emanates from the source of life or which comes
to us fromthe top of themountain? Thenwe are
standing in themiddle of the revolution of our
habitual thinking ^ that is unavoidable. And this
will certainly result in our beginning to under-
stand things with ourheart.
There are two traditional ideas concerning the
place of the universal source of life.One idea
states that this place is infinitely far away fromus,
the other that it is present everywhere and,
therefore,very near to us. Both ideas have a cer-
tain claim to correctness and each has its own
merits, because thematerial world is not univer-
sal.
Because matter has spatial limits, there is a
beginning and an end.Universal means all-en-
compassing, for everywherewhere thematerial
world is not, the universal world moves, and
encloses andwholly penetrates thematerial
world. Thus matter, i. e. space caught in time, is

continuously ‘moved’ by the universal power,
Hermes says. It is the circle of eternity that
encompasses everything.This circle is the place
and, at the same time, the central goal of our
faith. It is infinitely far removed fromhuman
existence and is simultaneously omnipresent,
totally individually in every human being.This
is hard to check for the mind.Themind would
like to have proof for this statement. The heart
understands it without any problem. It longs, it
wants to link itself actively with the goal,
because it knows that it is not only matter ^
namely a pump for the blood circulation ^ but
is muchmore, namely a part of the all, of the
universe. A human being can ‘love, hope and
believe wholeheartedly’ and understandmuch
more through this activity of the heart.

The touch ^ the perception

‘... But theHoly Scriptures of all ages make it clear to us
that that faith is not the confession or the acceptance of a
dogma or of a church, a school or a god, but refers to the
possession of something of which one must be wholly
conscious. It is also stressed that such a possession
should be experienced in the heart sanctuary, that it
should ‘‘dwell’’ in the heart, or in other words that the
primordial atom, the spirit-spark atom, should be
vivified. Before this atom is awakened, there is no
question of faith; there can be no question of it.’
Jan van Rijckenborgh
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Eternity touches what is temporary.The univer-
sal light touches human beings in theheart,
where the intersection of the two axes occurs.
Thehuman scriptures of all ages explain over
and again that thehuman being is not only
touched by this light in a general sense, but also
physically carries a concentration point of the
Light inhisheart. Everyhumanbeing possesses a
very personal point of contact with the universal
light. Wemight nowask if this touch is felt. We
might now askwhether this touch leads to the
recognition that this touch is a power. Dowe be-
lieve in this power? If we do, there is an opening
in the life of a human being that also enables
him to see the help that comes from the hills.
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Then there is a guideline that
enables him to walk his spirit-
ual path. It does not matter at all at which
point of this path a human being is found,
because the question that the Light asks is always
the same, at any level: ‘Are you prepared?’ Even
the greatestone among the initiates,the friendof
humanity, was confronted with this question:
‘Your will, Lord, or do I act according tomine?’
Andthe tensile force of theheart always provides
the powerof the faith andtheknowledge of what
has to be done. Whether this is done, is amatter
which everyhuman beingmust answer sponta-
neously again and again.

The link

Is it me who draws the bow,or is it the bow that causes the
highest tension within me? Is it I who hits the mark, or
does the mark hit me?
Eugen Herrigel

Standing in the knowledge of being touched by
something is also called: being struck; being
struck as by a ray of light that breaks through the
darkness.One day, the conditions will turn
around. Not thehuman being seeks the goal, but
hehimself becomes the goal. As hewas initially
confronted with his incompetence in loneliness,
he now encounters a helping power. Eternity
seeks what is temporary, what lives separated
from the universal whole.The light seeks what is
lost. What is lostmust be found again. And is the
human being not the prodigal son? Being
touched by the light in this waymeans that we
have faith. And faith in this sensemeans that we
do not draw the bow by exerting ourselves, for
example by lifting our life onto a higher plane
through culture, but by consistently realising a
revolution of our own inner point of view. Al-
most automatically, wewill thenmove to a plane
of life that leaves, if possible, everything banal
behind. Rest and certainty come to the fore.Our
own ‘I want’, that occupied a central position in
theconsciousness before, simply turns into ‘Lord,
whatdoYouwant that I do?’ This is thenot-doing,
the zero point, by which the bow is drawn,which

shoots with a tremendous dynamism the arrow
that has the possibility to reach thehigh goal.

The goal

If he endures this bold venture, he accomplishes his fate
in the sense that he encounters, is entwined with and is
reborn from pure truth, the truth that surpasses all
truths, the formless origin of all origins, the void that is
equal to everything.
Eugen Herrigel

Believing means possessing the inner tensile
power to envisage the already realised, great
plan! With the heart,you see the highest goal,
you achieve this highest goal, and in this vision,
you are able to let go of ‘the idea of achieving
anything’, so that the arrow of longing hits the
mark, becomes one with the goal, which
actually lies outside the personality’s power of
imagination. The highest goal is the end of
everything and at the same time the beginning
of something totally new. It is the alpha and the
omega, the beginning and the end.

For notes see page 38.
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The power of the rose

The Kingdom of God is withinyou.These
sevenwords contain a revolutionary
truth.They can totally change someone’s
life; they can even change the living con-
ditions on our planet! However, they
contain a truthwhich is unacceptable to
the ruling constellations of this world;
they even carry an explosive charge.
When this charge detonates, human
beings experience a profound transfor-
mation, and consequently also a change
of their direct and indirect environment.
The change in the world is the result of
something that occurs in a human being,
whenhe truly takes notice of this powerful
statement and is going to live accordingly.
When you put the result first,you turn
things around.Then everything remains a
vain attempt in theworld of bipolarity.
How often did we not hear this already?
The danger is not imaginary that the
tendency to habituation gets the upper
hand.Themore oftenwehear something,
the less it moves us. This is not necessarily
so, but it usually is. What is the Kingdom of
God? There is probably no one of us who
expects a complete answer to this
question. What can be said about it
remains fragmentary. Infinity cannot be
expressed inwords, cannot be couched in
thoughts, and cannot be determined by
any image. Even infinity is aword... ^ some
words approach it better than others, but
this also depends on our individual
experiences, as we are more deeply
touched by one word than by another.
Wemight say that the Kingdom of God
expresses a certain consciousness: the
highest consciousness that ahumanbeing
can reach.Yet, in its turn, ‘reaching’
sounds possessive; perhaps we should
rather say: it is the highest consciousness
that may be granted to a human being,

provided that he is prepared to totally
surrenderhimself to it, so completely that
everything that is nature ego ultimately
wholly vanishes.

Consciousness

Jesus was the first one to use the
expressionKingdom of God. It is a language,
a way of expression that was used two
thousand years ago. At the time, the word
consciousness did not yet exist. The word
consciousness was developed during the
eighteenth century as part of the philoso-
phical terminology of the time, and was
not usedmore commonly until the
further development of psychology and
the growing expansion of our psycholo-
gical insights. TheKingdom of God is a con-
sciousness potential lying within us; it is
the possibility to a life and existence
whichwe can hardly imagine, but of
whichwe carry ‘knowledge’, faith, deep
within us. Even the word faith, at least in
the original meaning of the word, points
to a certain consciousness surpassing our
mental thinking. TheKingdom of God
withinus is an inner power, a faculty unto
the most sublime: unto truly universal
consciousness,unto perfect life,unto
immortality,unto gnosis, wisdom,
knowledge,unto creative action,unto
unificationwith divinity,unto unification
with everyone and everything.Unto love.
It is a mysterious power within us, a
mysterious faculty. We are never separated
from it. In times of distress, whenwe feel
that we are totally bogged down in our
problems and worries, it is with us, within
us. In times that we are plagued by illness
and suffering, it is withus. In times that we
feel desperate, it is with us. In times that
we surrender to outward joy andpleasure,
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it is withus. In times that we enjoyourselves, it is
withus. In times that it is darkwithinus andthe
world around us is dark, it is with us. Whatever
may happen to us, it is with us, within us. We are
never separated from the divine Light that
radiates in the deep silence of our heart and
calls to us from this silence, accompanies us,
wherever our steps may lead us.

The Kingdom of God is within you

This is a revolutionary truth, provided that we
notmerely takenotice of thesewords; provided
that we allow these words to penetrate into us,
that we do not take them for granted, that we
deeply reflecton them, and also acceptour faith
concerning this truth ^ in other words, our
inner knowledge or our consciousness of it. It is
a truth that can totally change our life.The seed
of the great love, the seed of ‘divine being’, is
withinus. We,earthly peoplewith our smalleror
larger uncertainties and doubts, carry something
of the divine Light in us. An old proverb says:
‘God is nearest to people with a broken heart.’
Perhaps we can confirm this statement. In peri-
ods of grief and personal crisis, we aremore sus-
ceptible to that which is present in the innermost
depth of our heart. Even if we are overwhelmed
byour emotions at such amoment,there is, deep
down, a longing, an intense longing for the other,
for liberation, for love.
When confusion overcomes us and we are
afflicted by the vagaries of life, we are yearning
for Light and wisdom, for inner guidance.
Through this yearning, our heart opens. A
broken heart is also an open heart. J van
Rijckenborgh and Z.W. Leene express it as
follows: ‘When the fullness of experience has
been reached, the heart is susceptible to the
divinemystery that radiates in the depth of our
being. Whenwe have reached the fullness of
experience and our heart is open, wonderful
things may happen.’
A truly open heart is a heart filled with compas-
sion.The fullness of experience allows us to feel
whatothers are experiencing ^ aheart filledwith
compassion knows that the divinemystery also

radiates in the other one; that the other one is
accompanied by an inner Light. An open heart is
a broken heart.The armour of the ego that en-
closed theheart has burst, has broken. An open
heart is a humbleheart. It bows in silenthumility
for themiracle of the inner Light.

The heat field

The Kingdom of God is within you. It is said:
‘TheKingdomof God does not consist inmany
words but in power.’1 It is an unearthly power
within us, and at the same time omnipresent.
Regardless of howmany words wemay use, it
cannot be reached withwords. It is this
unearthly power in us that can fully be
manifested, that fully manifests itself through
the opened heart.
Just like a seed or germ, a fertilised egg contains
all possibilities and forces of new genesis. An
egg or a seed is a miracle. It contains an unim-
aginable amount of information, information
about nature, about the cosmos and even about
intercosmic space, living information.
However, to lead the new life to development
andmanifestation,the egg needsmore thanthe
information and forces contained in it. It must,
simply said, behatched.To this end, a few things
are indispensable: heat, protection,
envelopment, and being surrounded ^ we
might say ‘being irradiated’ ^ by more or less
immaterial powers. The golden germwe carry
within us similarly needs a number of

Left : Some mythical cosmogonies postulate that the visible

universe was created from an enormous egg, which

stemmed from the original chaos. ‘The universe existed in a

form of darkness, imperceptible, inaccessible to reason,

unknowable, totally immersed in a deep sleep as it were.

Then the divine self appeared with an irresistible creative

energy, which rent the darkness.’ (From:The Laws ofManu).

The continents gradually developed from this nucleus of

divine Light. Source: S Golowin a. o., The great myths of

humanity.

Below: the golden egg of Brahma. Hiranyagarbha, India,

1775-1800.
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conditions to achieve new life: a ‘heat’ field:
love, radiation,vibration, devotion,
affection, possibilities for growth, light,
wisdom,unity, power. Heat is a powerfield,
and in this powerfield, the germ can open
and develop.The powerfield of the Spiritual
School is the ‘heat field’, withinwhich the
seed can germinate. In the bookThe
AlchemicalWedding of Christian Rosycross, J van
Rijckenborgh says:
‘Everything that can serve peace and
freedom, everything that can serve to bring
about the manifestation and true
development ofman, [...], dwells as an idea in
the mighty life field of the entireUniversal
Chain. It exists there as a spiritual idea, as
power, which constitutes the astral
expression of the spirit... and therefore also
in themagnetic life field of theYoung
Gnosis.’2

The egg or seed only develops through
interactionwith such a life or heat field.The
so-called ‘I will do it onmy own, I do not
need anyone or anything, for is God not
everywhere’ would have to be very
profoundly considered.Certainly,God is
everywhere, omnipresent.God is the
infinite,unlimited primordial intelligence,
which brings forth, irradiates, nourishes and
sustains the all. He is the intercosmic or
macrocosmic wisdom and love that enables
all of life. And the human being is called to
realise this unlimitedmystery within
himself in freedom and consciously.
Therefore, we can read in theAquarian
Gospel: ‘Man is a thought of God; all
thoughts of God are perfect like seeds’3 ^
but they must bemanifested after a long

path of development, for it ultimately
concerns self-realisation. Self-realisation
does not mean ‘I will do it myself, onmy
own’. Self-realisation is living interaction;
interaction is becoming conscious; self-
realisation is bringing the divine self in the
human being tomanifestation.

It is like learning to swim

The Kingdom of God is within us is the possibi-
lity to true life. The powerfield or the heat
field is the condition, through which and
within which the potential within us can
develop. And there is a third factor: we
ourselves.
Wemust cooperate, absolutely cooperate,
unconditionally. Whenwewant to swim,we
have to undress. Whenwe are warmly
dressed, swimming is very difficult and we
cannot move freely in the water,unob-
structed and detached from everything. If
we are truly striving for the truth; if we truly
want to immerse ourselves in the ocean of
the divine reality, wemust undress inwardly,
wemust discard any inner covering and
everythingwhich obstructsus: the thoughts
prompted by our ego, the concepts, images
and ideas, all of which originate from our
mentality. Wemust discard the attire of our
ideas, the I-centred desires and longing, the
judgements and prejudices. These are
probably the heaviest garments, but there
are more, of course. Briefly: discard the
garment of selfishness or egocentricity, the
garment of illusion.
Only naked canwe enter the waters of life.
Only naked canwe approach the inner altar,
onwhichthe divine fire is burning,onwhich
the spark is waiting to be fanned into an
unimaginably glorious fire. The inner
undressing begins with our thinking.
Thoughts are, after all, tremendous powers.
Obviously, we will continue to use our
thinking for the ordering and functioning
of daily life. We do not have to deal with this
here; it does not concern this kind of
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encyclopedic outline of hermetic, cabbalistic and

Rosicrucian symbolic philosophy. San Francisco, 1928.



thoughts. It concerns those thoughts that
nourish, strengthen and firmly anchor the ego
in this emergency order. Human existence is
intended to be a ‘springboard’ to return to the
depth of the divine life. It is not meant to stay
here forever, to bury ourselves in it and to fixate
our I-centred life in it. Even if we resist with
hands and feet, even if we flounder like a fish on
dry land, one day we will have to leave this life
behind ^ and enter the divine life as spirit-soul
human beings.

The power of thinking

The great change can begin in our thinking.
This is where the revolutionary transformation
begins that the presence of theKingdom of God
within us demands. A thought is manifested as
feeling and as word. Feeling and word are
manifested in action. Action develops into a
habit. And the habit crystallises into our
character, into our earthly nature.
Therefore, heed your thinking and where it
leads you. Let your thoughts originate from
love, from love for theKingdom of God within you
and for the Kingdom of God around you. From
that love, the compassionwith all creatures
originates.
Your thoughts are like the shadow of the body.
Just as the shadow follows the body, we become
what we think ^ this is an inviolable natural law.
Therefore, allow only the eternal call from the
divine depth of your heart penetrate, ensoul
and control your thinking.
The Kingdom of God is within you, within us,
but this statement is not the end.This
statement is revolutionary, extremely
dangerous for the powers and forces that try to
keep theworld andhumanity in their grasp. For
just imagine that human beings were to accept
this statement truly and completely; then they
would launch a revolutionwithin themselves, a
total revolution: the inside is turned outside
and is manifested outwardly, and the outside
dissolves in the inside, wholly surrenders to the
inside that begins tomanifest itself and breaks
out.

The beauty of the rose

He, the other one, the inside, must increase; I,
the ego, the outside, must decrease in the
inside, in the other one. And this also
determines our attitude towards our fellow
men. Look at a rose.The whole rose: the flower,
the branches with the leaves, and the stemwith
the thorns. Someone gives us a bouquet of
roses; we are glad, we think the roses are
beautiful and we love their smell. We are
grateful. We do not say to the giver: ‘I think
your roses are beautiful, but doyou see all those
thorns; they lookdangerous,they prickyou and
hurt you.’ No, we do not say that, we do not
even take notice of the thorns; we think the
roses are beautiful and we enjoy them.This is
also the way to deal with our fellowmen. Why
would we be irritated by a few thorns, by a few
mistakes or weaknesses of others? Why would
we continue to react to the stemwith the
thorns? Regardless of howmany thorns a
human beingmayhave, this is not our concern,
we do not judge, even thoughwe try to deal
with the thorns adequately. As far as we are
concerned, it is the rose that matters, the inner
Kingdom, the divine seed that can develop in the
heat field, in the powerfield that surrounds us
and through our unconditional surrender.
Love God above everything, the omnipresent
God within you. Love your neighbour as
yourself.Your neighbour carries theKingdom of
God within him, just like you. It is the greatest
power in the universe and outside and above the
universe. It is the greatest power that has been
put at the disposal of humanity. Live from the
deep awareness that you carry this power
within you. Allow it to enter and be activated
through you.

Notes

1

1 Cor. 4 :20
2 J van Rijckenborgh,TheAlchemicalWedding of Christian

Rosycross, part 1, chapter 24. Rozekruis Pers, Haarlem,

The Netherlands, 1991.
3 Levi Dowling,TheAquarian Gospel of Jesus the Christ,

p.18...Fowler � Co. Ltd, Romford,United Kingdom, 1977.
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The leaven
of Aquarius1

Any struggle has two aspects. Just as a
human being emerges from the dark
womb of his mother and breaks through
to the light, humanity rises up from the
nature of the earth and is called to the
Light. There are a natural human being
and a spiritual human being. Dark
mysteries entwine and bind us; glorious
solutions enlighten our consciousness
and liberate us.
In this world, negative and positive,
feminine and masculine, are each
other’s opposites. And leaven repre-
sents the revolutionary power that leads
us to this duality. Leaven causes a
process of fermentation that brings
about a revolution and causes one ex-
plosion after the other. The effect of this
process of fermentation is destructive
and upbreaking, resulting in degenera-
tion. But there is also a leaven that
permeates the entire dough and even-

tually makes the bread digestible. This is
why leaven can have two effects: a good
one and a bad one.On the one hand, an
image of degeneration and pernicious
modes of life becomes visible; on the
other hand, we see an image of perse-
vering, penetrating activity. This is the
way that the leaven of Aquarius works
in our time.
Aquarius is the era of expansion, freedom
and enlightenment. Howmuch
enthusiasm can radiate from the word
‘Aquarius’ for those who know the true
meaning of this sound! Many people,
and those interested in the spiritual side
of life in particular, have focused their
thoughts on the aim of Aquarius: a long
anticipated and cherished ideal.
No one can escape the influence of
Aquarius. The radiation power of
Aquarius works right through humanity,
just as leavenpermeates bread. It can be a
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The new era,

symbolised by the

constellation of

Aquarius, demands

openness of the

human being in

order to be able to

develop the gifts of

his soul: friendship,

knowledge, truth,

courage and

fellowship. Aquarius

^ from J Hevelius,

Firmamentum

Sobiesianum sive

Uranographia.

Gedani (Gdansk),

Poland, 1690.



blessing for all who open themselves to its
positive effects, so that they persevere in the
endura and break through to truly spiritual ex-
periencing. But those who approach this
activity in a negative way and react uncon-
sciously to this cosmic influence, will
experience the power of Aquarius as
pernicious, destructive and degenerating.They
feel affected by a power that knocks cherished
values out of their hands. And fear overwhelms
them.
There are people who think that Aquarius will
bring the long-desired peakof civilisation: the
whole world will become acquainted with its
culture and blessings. And we see that this
indeed happens in our time. But not all people
are experiencing this contact withmodern
culture and the so-calledChristian religion as a
blessing! However, the true radiation of
Aquarius canonly bring joy. It wells up fromthe
heart of Christ.

Aquarius and Christ

Because people cannot understand, or refuse
to understand, howAquarius, the cosmos, has
united with the Christ, a lot of foolishness is
and was spoken and done all over the world.
The profound mystery of Christ is still not
understood by humanity. This mystery is
briefly expressed by the Rosicrucian formula:
‘Of God we are born: ex Deo nascimur; in Jesus
we die: in Jesu morimur; we are reborn through
the Holy Spirit: per Spiritum Sanctum reviviscimus.’
When we, seekers for the spirit, die with a last
sob as to this nature, die in the loneliness of
the withdrawing I, the soul comes into contact
with the spirit, and is reborn in Christ. That is
the mystery! In order to understand the effect
of Aquarius, we must know the effect of the
holy tri-unity: nature-Christ-Spirit. If we do
not understand this effect, and concentrate
exclusively on this nature, the leaven of Aqua-
rius will lead us to ruin, and we will decline in
such a way that we are not reborn in the Holy
Spirit.

Aquarius and choice

We recognise the symbol of Aquarius in the
manwith the pitcher of water, whom the
disciples found at the gate, on the directions of
Jesus Christ. ‘Follow the waterbearer into the
house that he enters,’ He said. Follow the path
that the living water clears in this dying world,
and youwill find the ‘Lord’s supper’ prepared.
He who follows the waterbearer, will be called
to the fulfilment of theVia Dolorosa. And they
who are prepared to see this waterbearer as the
leader, as a leavenwhich breaks themup for the
better, will be disciples. AndUranus, which
controls the electricity and the ether power,
adds his radiant and warming fire to the
streams of living water. If we are spiritual, we
joinhead andheart.Thewaterof life flows from
our heart to the holy fire in our thinking, and
thenwe becomenewhuman beings, whomake
truly new discoveries, strange discoveries, and
unveil wonderful mysteries. The two streams
lead the human being of the crowd to
decadence, to discoveries that will destroy and
break up in a negative sense. From such
negative reactions, among other things,
destructive weapons are generated, which pour
out an all-consuming fire over humanity.
If a human being is attuned to the threefold
supporting power of the Divine unity, he will
be guided to break through the inner
boundaries ofhis consciousness andto broaden
his spiritual horizons. This time is very
favourable for the development of occultism, as
is shown by the increasing interest in the
magical, mediaeval mysteries and those of
primitive societies. Aquarius is truly bringing
something new, either good or bad. As the
threefold leaven of our cosmos, Aquarius
affects the whole of humanity and drives it to
what it must become.The ultimate result will
demonstrate whether matter was able to cope
with this leaven, or not.
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Aquarius and inner experiences

It may happen that a human being who,
solely on the basis of abnormal and
primitive curiosity, wants to acquaint
himself with the Hereafter, stands up and
begins to discuss interesting topics, which
he is absolutely unable to understand! He
also feels affected by the influence of
Aquarius and thinks that he has become a
spiritual human being. What an illusion!
The leaven of Aquarius has done its work in
him and has stirred his being with its revo-
lutionary power. Then the explosions occur
in him in the form of a series of experiences.
And whether he wants to or not, he will be
driven along on the path of inner
experience.
Would we be able to experience the
altruism, withwhichUranus confronts us,
without living through the ‘in Jesu
morimur’? No one can ignore the
influences of the Zodiac. No one but he,
who is prepared to wholly decline in Jesus
Christ in order to be resurrected in the Holy
Spirit, is able to do so. For such a person, a
new world opens!
Andwhich of us, speaking and gesticulating
about freedom and about removing borders
and altruism, did already accomplish such a
process? The Christianity of the Gnosis is a
Divine power, and not a dogma.This is why a
Rosicrucian, who is a follower of his
symbolic predecessor Christian Rosycross,
says: ‘Jesumihi omnia ^ Jesus is everything
tome!’All thosewho thinkthat theycan live
without Jesus as their strength and true
Saviour, and who, therefore, do not die in
Him, will be broken up byAquarius and fall
back into the materialism of this nature.
It is understandable that the natural human
being tries to escape, in fear and trembling,
from the revolutionary and compelling
powerof theChrist.TrueChristianitycan be
experienced only by those who possess
sufficient courage and insight to be able to
die as to this nature.

In this time,Christianity will show its true
face. It will discard its outer garment and
show if underneath gnosis, the knowledge of
God, can be found,which leads humanity to
the truth of the threefold magical formula:

‘Ex Deo nascimur, in Jesu morimur, per Spiritum
Sanctum reviviscimus.’
Born of God ^ through the will. Died in Jesus ^
through wisdom. Reborn through theHoly Spirit ^
in action.
This is the threefold task of the gnostic Christian.
All those who experience this threefold event, will
become the reborn sage who says: ‘Jesu mihi
omnia. ’

1 An address given by ZW Leene in the Temple of the

Rosycross in Haarlem in 1935.
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The moment of truth

‘Time is infinite in your hands, O Lord.

Your seconds are counted by no one.

Your ages follow each other,

in the perfection of a small wild flower.’ (Rabindranath Tagore)

Nothing is without purpose in this world;
everything that is or becomes, offers at least an
opportunity. What is this opportunity? It is a
new starting capital for a higher development,or,
when the chance is not taken, a dissolution,
which forms elements, used as ‘building
materials’ for a new beginning somewhere,
sometime.

Our world is a world of phenomena;
nothing is permanent.Only the ‘motor’,
life itself, cannot be changed. We refer to
this motor as ‘nature’. ‘Nature’ means:
that which became, developed, was born
and created, in the universal chronology
also referred to as: a dayofmanifestation.
It is a cycle of seven immense periods, of
which the first three signify a descent
intomatter, ‘involution’. The fourth
period, which is referred to as the ‘nadir’,
is followed by three periods of demater-
ialisation,or ‘evolution’.Theword ‘nadir’
has anArab origin andmeans ‘the lowest
point’ or ‘the opposite point’; diametri-
cally opposed to ‘zenith’ or the highest
point.Currently we are living in the

mentioned fourth period, the earth
period, somewhere halfway the cycle
referred to as ‘day’, notmore than a point
in eternity, but to our consciousness a
period that far surpasses our imagina-
tion.
The ancient wisdom speaks of the four
elements earth, water, air and fire as the
material basis.Or ofmineral, plant, animal
and human being, as expressions of life.
The purpose of the development
throughwhichwe as humanity have
passed is the reconstruction of the
original human figure, which is also
fourfold. With the construction of suc-
cessively the physical,the etheric and the
astral body, he finds his place in this
nature. Thementioned fourth period,
the earth period, is a field of
development!
During this period, humanity can add a
fourth aspect to its appearance, a mental
body, an individual consciousness that
enables it to control the world, for the
better or for the worse. He can also form
the link ^ which he essentially is ^
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between this nature and the realm of the
spirit.
Although a human being, together with
his four vehicles, is mortal, a gate to
eternity lies hiddenwithinhim.This gate
forms a field of transition, which gives
access to true life. It is clear that this link
belongs to another order. After all,
everything in the lower nature order has
a cyclical structure, an endless process
that is often symbolised by two serpents
biting into each other’s tail, thus keeping
each other captive.

There is a cyclical movement in
everything

It is the play of opposites, sometimes
bewildering and frightening, sometimes
clownish and grotesque. We can cry or
laugh about it ^ and sometimes we do.
In the best of cases, these opposites will
one day lead to the notion that all of
this is part of myself, and that I am part
of all of this. We have parcelled out this
unity into countless pieces, and nobody

is able to bring them back together.
That perfection is not of this world is
not merely a statement. It is a law; the
unrelenting law of Nemesis, the goddess
with the balance and blindfold, who
ensures that everything that we under-
take returns to its starting point. At the
same time, it is the law of the Love-
light, which ensures that any develop-
ment has a resting point when necess-
ary, but does not stagnate.
In the course of their development,
people spread out over the continents.
Forms of government developed, both
dictatorial and democratic ones. Within
a democracy, decision-making is often
difficult due to internal discord, because
each opinion or decision usually has ap-
proximately the same number of
advocates as adversaries.
Whereas people first grew apart, nowa-
days the world is once again condensing
into one big town square, in which we
often run in each other’s way. Closer to
home, we see an exceptional mobility
turn into traffic jams, medicines
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causing new diseases and hospitals turning
into sources of infection. All our comings and
goings are controlled by laws, but these laws
often have a contrary effect and more and
more frequently, the limb of the law inter-
venes to maintain order. While new means of
communication become more refined by the
day, people become more lonely and isolated.
‘Extremism’ is characteristic of our time. All
differences of opinion are driven home, to a
tensionwhichwill inevitably lead to a new ‘big
bang’, this time perhaps not as spectacular, as
the eruption has already clearly set in.On a
spiritual level, the descent into matter ^ or the
separation, the alienation fromunity ^ has led
to increasing atheism. Facts, nothing but facts, is
the credo.On the basis of the search for those
facts, a newdeitydeveloped:materialism. In the
meantime, the effect was that spirits, witches,
sorcerers and everything that could not be
defined by the dominant pattern of centimetre,
second and gram disappeared from the stage.
Tomany, this was a source of indignation and
irritation,yet to others it meant room to

breathemore freely. A lot of narrow-
mindedness, concoctions and phantoms were
replaced by new insights, based on reason and
sober perception.
But ‘reason and sober perception’ also have
their opposites. The tendency ‘to throw
everything old overboard’ oftenmeant that the
child was thrown out with the bathwater.
Materialism promised a better world and
enhanced it with gadgets and comfort, but by
doing so, it created an uneasy vacuum for the
inner life. It became anxiously cold in this
world. Facts, nothing but facts.
Avacuumhas a tremendous suction power, is
seeking fulfilment, a balance between outside
and inside. In every person, a child is living that
believes in miracles, that seeks the sensation of
the extraordinary. It is a hunger for which the
spirit of our time has an ample supply of food.
Publications about life, death and reincarna-
tion, political and historical scandals and juicy
stories about the church are in great demand.
Some people may consider it wheat, while
others consider it chaff, but both are doing their
work: the confrontation of the accomplish-
ments ofhuman culturewith the signs of a new
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time. It is simultaneously the task as well as the
opportunity of this earthperiod. It is often said:
‘We are living in a fascinating time.’

Who is responsible?

Have there ever been other times, and what is
so special, so fascinating about our days? It in-
creasingly seems that humanity is approaching
aturning point in its history.Myths and legends
from different cultures relate howhumanity
once left the original order and arrived in an
emergencyorder,thenature of the four levels of
life. In this order, everything is arranged by
hierarchies and behavioural codes in all forms
of society, whether we speak of humans, an ant
colony, a herd of buffaloes or a tropical rain
forest. In this context, daily life develops
according to fixed patterns and structures.
Through the ages, nothing much has changed
in this order; cultures came and went, but the
order persisted. Parallel to the development of
the physical figure, the involution created a
third vehicle: the astral body. It was generated
due to the development of the brain. A mental
faculty was added to the,until that moment,

dominant existential drive.Traditions, customs,
doctrines, rights and obligations came into
existence, leading to the developmentof the so-
called common decency. It was a state of
relative security, based onmaterial exploration,
social structures and perspectives of the future,
the human quest for the ultimate miracle.
In our days, however, a clear change is
becoming visible.The ultimatemiracle appears
to be an empty box. After the divine order, now
in its turn, this nature order is left to its own
devices.One by one, established values are
brought up for discussion and are broken apart;
ethical, economic and cultural ones.
Everything is wavering. Security is replaced by
insecurity. Who is an authority? Who can be
held responsible?

The new human type

Even if humanity rejects any order, the cosmic
laws are still valid.Chaos must ultimately lead
to a new genesis, a newmanifestation, perhaps
not as spectacular as thunder and lightning, but
equally radical, because in the coming
centuries, this will occur with a newhuman
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type that, as a pioneer, can lead creation a step
closer to its goal. After the divine order and this
nature order, we unmistakably recognise the
signs ^ sometimes vaguely visible, sometimes
shining as the dawn before the spiritual eye ^ of
a new order that wemight call the human
order. This order, in its turn, opens the
possibility for the recovery of the divine order,
so that the circle is closed again.
It will have to be a totally different human type
that can surpass the earthly certainties and
established structures and that finds its safety
in the order of the spirit, in knowledge and a
clear consciousness of what is true and living.
The signs of this newhuman type have already
been announced for a long time. All holy
language speaks of it. And what else are the
different gospels, however mutilated they may
be, than this joyful message? Because: ‘The
kingdom of God is within you.’
We do not want to project this into the future;
this kingdom exists in the present, but does not
belong to the world of space and time! The

Sermon on theMount is addressed to anyone
who, today or tomorrow, sets his foot on the
path of liberation. Knowing this is also a sign of
the development of a new consciousness.
Humanity is balancing on the zero point
between involution and evolution.
The time for this second path has come.The
past is a story, the future a dream.The living
present is the time of making choices, decisions
and of acting;mode of life instead of contemplation
of life.

The moment of truth

During this earth period, our microcosm
experiences many incarnations. Each life can
lift us higher ^ collectively and individually.
Nothing can force us to do so; we have eternity
ahead of us. But in each incarnation, the
question resounds: ‘If not now, thenwhen?’
With the inner compass as our sole guide, self-
authority based on atotally neworientation,we
have to accept the ‘orderof thekingdom’ as our
inner guide and source of life, instead of
storming its gates with natural violence.Or in
mystical language: ‘Not I, but theChrist inme.’
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For many, this moment has come.The e¤ lan of
the earthly development is fading. Disappoint-
ment on the one hand and the purification of
thinking, desiring and willing through experi-
ence on the other, will lead to stillness and the
manifestation of the voice of the spirit-spark. A
new world is dawning on the horizon.The
dominance of instinct and intellectmake room
for the inflow of a new ensoulment.
This is aunique chance forhumanity, collectively
as well as individually.The unmistakable decline
can be turned into an ascent, but this time per-
haps not as away backwithin the play of oppo-
sites ^ within us and aroundus ^, so that every-
thing ultimately still remains the same. No,this
time it will be as theharvest of the involution,
throughwhichwehave passed collectively as
humanity and individually as human beings. It is
the voice of the eternal principle that shows us
theway-out to the other realm, inwhich con-
cepts like space and time, heaven and earth, life
and death no longer have anymeaning.
We speak of ‘the human being’ as if there were
only one human being, and this is actually the
case.Collective and individual are closely
linked and keep each other in balance. The
collective does not take away the individual’s
character nor does the individual impose his
will on the collective. It is an interaction of
power andmutual support.
Initially, humanity as a collective is a fairly
abstract concept. This is why inmany people,
who have recognised the stream of life, the
powerof ‘thehumanbeing’,within themselves,

the desire automatically arises to give this
concept a concrete interpretation, like a
compass needle pointing north. This can take
shape inthe contact with like-mindedpeople in
a spiritual school. When themagnetic needle is
charged strongly enough, this seeking for
contact is mutual, because of the relationship
between collective and individual.
This refers to a soul community that surpasses
personal ties. The ensoulment is the common
factor, but the pathmust be walked individ-
ually. This path leads through the rubble of
blind violence and egoism to the long-sought
missing dimension, the true life, the true
engine behind nature and human being.

Humanity in motion ^ the world in motion

That towhichwe today refer as pollution, de-
struction and loss, are perhaps only the birth
pangs of a new world with totally different con-
ditions of life; and is thedecline of theoldhuman
being and his world, but also the simultaneous
dawningof thenewearth,of and foratotallynew
human being. Anyonewho turns his life towards
theother realm^which in reality is theonlyone,
all-encompassing andwithout opposite ^, again
ensouls the new earth, also referred to as the
dwelling place of the trueMan. Man as hewas
always intended: guardian of theword and fel-
low-worker in the Garden of Eden.

The moment of truth
The past is a story, the future a dream.

The living present is the time of making choices and decisions, and of

acting; mode of life instead of contemplation of life.

‘If not now, then when?’
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In paradise, everything is different

Original man, whose creation by the Elohim is
described in the book Genesis, was created both
male and female, and hence was not separated.
Yet,one of the fundamentalpoints of departure
of our world is the separation of the sexes. The
myth of the tree, the serpent and the apple in
‘paradise’ offers an imaginative explanation of
the ‘fall’, corresponding to the human con-
sciousness at the time of the ‘fall’.

Illusion and truth

Is our current worldview therefore based on an
illusion? This question can be clearly answered
in the affirmative.Yet, the separation of the
sexes is an indisputable reality.
Our whole world is a succession of opposites
in a continuous alternating or cyclical move-
ment.Of old, it has been the highest ideal of
all philosophical and religious movements to
overcome this state, to be liberated from it.
The expression ‘Dao’ or ‘Tao’, describing this
state for which we are striving, refers to the
image of the hub of a wheel, the central part of
a wheel or millstone, holding the axle. He
who finds himself in the centre, in the hub,
calms down, liberated from all opposites, and
observes the rotating turmoil of the world,
without partaking of it. He still lives and
works in this world, but is no longer of this
world and needs no longer suffer under it.
Throughout all times, it was and is the task of
priests and prophets to show and exemplify to
people the way to the centre.
Do we, therefore, absolutely have to reject all
theology based on the Old or the New Testa-
ment? And are not all essential books from all
world religions used in a materialistic way?
Should we also reject or once again adapt
those books in our time? During the last

thousand years, many people have tried to do
so on the basis of the Bible, particularly by
‘correcting’ ancient translations, that is, by
going back to the, often mutilated, original
fragments that are still available.Often the
result is a ‘Bible’, in which the original
message has only partly been preserved. Each
‘correction’ changed the meaning, even to the
extent that countless parts have become
meaningless ever since and can only be iden-
tified and understood as to their original
meaning by the attentive reader. To this end,
we have to refrain from interpreting the Bible
literally. ‘The letter kills, but theWord gives
life,’ the ancients used to say, and this wisdom
is demonstrated again and again.
The ‘correct’ translation of the Bible accord-
ing to feminist principles, like the one recently
published in Germany, is no exception. Many
statements have been ‘translated’ into their
absolute opposite. A few examples will make
this unequivocally and absolutely clear.
However, the (lack of) knowledge of the reality
behind the letters and behind the images they
express is more important.
What do masculine and feminine mean in the
context of the esoteric writings, to which the
Bible originally belongs? It is the most impor-
tant pair of opposites in the visible as well as
the invisible universe, to which reference is
made in this way. First of all, we will under-
stand that the over-simplified points of depar-
ture ‘men are...’, ‘women are...’ cannot be
maintained on this level and that we have to
bid farewell to any value judgement related to
it. It should rather be said that we might call
properties and emotions masculine or feminine.
When we consider them in an esoteric-scien-
tific way and dissociate from the usual preju-
dices, we receive the expanded insight that a
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profound meaning underlies these pairs of
opposites.
Unfortunately, the initiators of the ‘politi-
cally correct’ translation of the Bible com-
pletely bypassed this. The claim to a
‘correct’ Bible according to human stan-
dards can only lead to catastrophe. The
claim that its authors believe they can lay
on ‘justice’ demonstrates this. The result
shows, therefore, that such primordial-
human ‘justice’ is a very subjective and
very limited matter!

Shepherds and shepherdesses

Modern translators hardly respected the
principles of seriously editing texts. Neither
the historical or the spiritual and cultural
conditions at the time, nor the linguistic
and literary facts were taken into account
nor were the universal, philosophical
aspects considered.Only in this way it
could happen that we read of shepherdesses in
the field in Palestine at the beginning of the
Christian era (they did not exist at the time
nor do they exist nowadays).Only in this
way, it could happen that the name Adonai
was violated (conceptually, this name can
only be approached with the plural of ‘my
Lord’, as it is done with ‘Elohim’, and is
therefore not feminine).Only in this way, it
could happen that the spirit (the emanating
divine power) was replaced by Sophia.
Sophia is wisdom in a spiritual sense, the
positive transformation of a spiritual effect
in a conscious creature, as experienced by
himself. All that was needed was that
Christ had been turned into Christa.
However, we also have to understand the
initiators of this translation: just as the
Pharisees and some rabbis within Jewry
have absolutely marginalized the position
of women; just as current society (until re-
cently?) assigns a subordinate position to
women, also the inventors of the so-called

Christian church have excluded women.
Peter purportedly made the infamous
statement: ‘Women do not deserve to be
alive.’ And to Paul the equally infamous
statement is ascribed: ‘The women should
keep silence in the churches.’
No true disciple would ever have been able
to say something like that; they are ex-
pressions of male lust for power. They
cannot have anything to do with the orig-
inal gnosis. In original Christianity, one
loves every neighbour like himself. In gnostic
communities, and therefore also in that of
Jesus, son of Mary, women played an im-
portant and complimentary role. They had
absolutely equal rights, fulfilled the same
ritual functions and were honoured and
held in high regard. This applies in parti-
cular to Mary Magdalene, who was in-
itiated in the highest mysteries.
That these two men, Peter and Paul, have
been used to become the cornerstones of
the church of Rome, and that an unsym-
pathetic attitude was ascribed to them,
which became ingrained in the church and
was only partly remedied by the reforma-
tion, are two clear demonstrations that this
church still has to earn the predicate Chris-
tian.
This is counteracted by the recently found
and published texts Authentic words of Jesus
and the Gospel of the Pistis Sophia with ap-
pendices (Mary Magdalene’s questions to
Jesus and his answers). However, the hostile
attitude of the institutional religions
towards women can hardly be a justifica-
tion for turning the whole Bible upside
down by interpreting the texts only with
the head instead of with the heart. That
the result, the ‘feminist Bible’, has become
a bestseller does not prove its spiritual
value.

Of what does the mentioned complemen-
tary aspect and the resulting dynamism
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consist? To understand this, we must think
of the ancient, yet still valid symbols. We
should first of all not only want, but in-
wardly know that all creatures in the uni-
verse mutually differ, but are at the same
time also essential at their own place and
therefore ‘of equal value’, equivalent.
Everyone has an individual significance
and function for the equilibrium of the
universe. However, it is typically human
when we think that this equilibrium
should be ‘improved’ by wilful interven-
tion, while denying the responsibility for
the consequences which any small distur-
bance of this equilibrium involves. This
concept is contained in the currently fa-
miliar yin-yang symbol. Any actively or
spontaneously emanating or generative
powers are considered to be masculine
energy and dynamism in this equilibrium,
while any receiving and manifesting
powers are considered feminine.

The four human bodies ^ physical body,
etheric body, astral body and mental body
^ are alternately positively or negatively
polarised, that is active or passive, or in
other words, emanating or receiving, op-
posite in men and women. A totally
merged pair of human beings would then
possess both qualities or dynamisms in
each ‘body’; or a zero dynamism would be
generated, a state of total equilibrium and
rest. We understand that men and women
should not want to match each other,
because in that way no equality of powers
is achieved, but struggle, conflict or paraly-
sis. Understanding and combining this dy-
namism in an intelligent way leads to har-
moniously complementing each other and
in that way to harmony and double power
and effect for all. In antiquity, this coop-
eration culminated in holy matrimony, the
highest mystery.

Some numerological aspects

It is also interesting to consider these
things from a numerological angle. Until
the tenth century, not the individual was
the determining factor, but the commu-
nity, family or tribe with a common fate. At
the moment that, in the tenth century, the
male number appears as the most impor-
tant number, the man, the masculine
energy, comes to the fore. The individuality,
the spirituality and the intellect develop,
with the exaggerated egoism and violence
of the number ‘nineteen’ as its pinnacle
(two world wars and numerous smaller
wars). The number ‘one’ represents the
ego, the sun that is a fiery, development-
promoting light, the spirit, etc. This devel-
opment resulted in a totally unbalanced
division of forces. It is obvious that this is
not naturally inclined towards equality, but
towards the opposite situation, a state that
is beyond bearing, thus, briefly, a state of
contrary imbalance. At the beginning of
the new century, this assumption is already
visible in the numbers. The feminine
number ‘two’ represents the moon, the
soul, a soft, growth- and prosperity-stimu-
lating light, and being on first-name terms.
The 20 th-century women’s movements
already initiated this approaching state,
though, unfortunately, with masculine
energy.
Because at the same time the Age of
Aquarius began, which is so important for
the soul, the new century offers great op-
portunities and great expectations. It is ex-
pected that women will succeed in becom-
ing conscious of their true significance in
an intelligent way and that women will
soon begin to occupy their rightful place, a
leading role, in our development, but not
as a kind of exaggerated matriarchy, as we
have known it for thousands of years. In a
certain way, the past century was an un-
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conscious ‘revenge’ for this. However, this
does not justify crimes. This development
is rather an incentive to universal soul de-
velopment in a balanced state of the sexes.
‘Leading means serving!’ ^ in the service of
the future compensation of biased mascu-
line and feminine forms of energy and
phenomena ^ until the human being once
again, in the distant future, becomes male-
female, in full possession of all his powers
and king-priestly wisdom. Then he will
look back and smile about those centuries
of erring and separation, about the illusion
of the ‘former’ human being who had to
stress and distinguish his specific features
as woman or man instead of uniting in
peace and perfect harmony, as was the case
during this so-called sixth day of creation
in ‘paradise’.

The cycle of the universe

Underway as it were, this also includes an
intelligent understanding of the Bible, not
as a mirror of society, but as a mirror of the
cycle of a universe that rises, shines and
fades and in which every creature is equally
loved by his Creator, because ‘God is Love!’
Depending on his consciousness, a person
can understand the Bible on different
levels. Firstly only intellectually, analyti-
cally, literally; then it is a dead book like
most others.
Secondly, we can read it on the basis of the
religious doctrines of some denomination;
then the lack of independence of the
human being, who is not yet ripe for a
living religiosity, is strengthened.
Thirdly, we can understand it as a collec-
tion of myths and fairytales; then we
become bogged down in the old visual
consciousness, as if the last 2000 years did
not occur.
Fourthly, we can read it as an allegory, a
parable, a symbol; this corresponds with

the tradition of the mysteries, which is no
longer necessary.
Fifthly, we may consider it as the mediae-
val, monastic mysticism, focused on
piously being together and prayer.
Sixthly, the Bible may be seen as a history
book, in which each story is interpreted as
the representation of true events, corres-
ponding to the rational tendency of the
Enlightenment and the discoveries of the
new archaeology.
Seventhly, it may be understood as to its
inner, esoteric content which, in spite of all
manipulation, still strongly radiates in the
profound texts of the New Testament. This
seventh way of reading corresponds to that
of the Gnostics, who were persecuted as
heretics for centuries and were extermi-
nated by fire and sword.

No Bible dominated by men or women is
needed, but a possibly not falsified, ‘pure’
and undogmatic Bible, of which the major
part is devoted to the core message of love:
the command of the love for God, our
neighbour and ourselves, surpassing any
religious denomination. Just like all who
know, the classical Rosicrucians and the
gnostic ‘heretics’ said after all: ‘God is
Love.’
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The fragrance of Shamballa

Quite a few gods can be found in the
human consciousness.One of themost
striking features of these gods is power.
Each of us shapes this power according to
his own insight and needs. Sometimes
this god is a tyrant, whomyou do not
want to cross, but whomyou rather set
on your enemies; sometimes he is the
prototype of Santa, to whomyoumay
turnwith all your desires, and at other
times, he is a vague,unpredictable
producer, who pulls the strings behind
the scenes.
The framework, withinwhichwe,
Westerners, are living, is called the
‘Christian tradition’, of whichmainly the
tradition has been preserved. To the
extent that, in the course of time, the
material thinking increasingly replaced
the religious element, the concept of
‘god’ became ever more abstract and
ultimately totally withdrew into the
background,until it could finally and
triumphantly be said: ‘God is dead!’

The undercurrent

In our days,theword ‘Christian’does not
directly refer to the concept of ‘Christ’,
but mainly refers to order, to a social
system ^ and to some folklore. Believing
in something like a god or not is a private
matter, an inner affair and not a topic for
discussion.Yet, expressions like ‘Thank
God’, ‘God forbid’, ‘May God give’, ‘God
knows when and why’ and their many
variations are never far away, regardless
of the speaker’s conviction. But this has
rather to dowith tradition, at least
superficially, because apparently an un-
dercurrent is mixed in this tradition and
touches every human being.

This undercurrent, which has always
existed and will probably always exist, is
going tomanifest itself ever more clearly,
no longer as tradition, customor dogma,
but spontaneously, as an unexpected
aspect of everyday thinking and living,
fromwhich virtually all concepts of
religious practices have disappeared or
are called differently. Nowadays we hear
of ‘new age’, spirituality, meditation,
workshops, reorientation.
Particularly this reorientation is character-
istic of our time. Humanity has lost its
bearing; that which once was an inner
compass, has turned into dogmas and
precepts. An artificial, outward world de-
veloped, built on second-hand knowledge
and fear.The neworientation is no longer
primarily based onwhathas been said and
written, but concentrates on the awaken-
ing, inner knowledge. How do I experi-
ence and value what rises upwithinme?

The island in the spirit-soul

This is indeed quite another, new ap-
proach. How new? The quest for concreti-
sation, for shaping the fresh rediscovery of
this bearing, confronts us with ancient,yet
surprisingly fresh oriental andwestern
movements, inwhich the small flame,
which once caused the global fire of the
great religions, proves still to be quite alive!
There is an indestructible temple, in
which the fire has been preserved
throughout the ages.This temple is
Shamballa, the spiritual centre of the
earth. It is the holy island, H P Blavatsky
wrote inThe Secret Doctrine, where the
saints from the Lemurian era found re-
fuge.Yet, we cannot find this place any-
where in a desert that wemight lookup
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in an atlas, but it can be found in a realmthat
is equally inaccessible and inviolable to the
earthly fire: the human spirit-soul. Every
time inhistory that this spark flares up again
in sufficient hearts, howevermodestly,these
sparks join into a fire. In the light of this fire,
the temple appears again, inwardly, as in-
sight and intuitive knowledge. This is why
we want to use the word ‘God’ only spar-
ingly. References like ‘the Source’, ‘the
Light’, ‘Gnosis’ are less charged. And when
we nevertheless write about God, we link
ourselves as little as possible with an image
of God that stems from the patriarchal ideas
from the Old Testament or from other
myths and legends. We leave this concept of
‘God’ alone for the time being, but we can
do something about the charge.

The study that matters: self-
knowledge

In the workshop of the inner temple,
concepts like ‘conceitedness’ or
‘complacency’cannot be used. However, the
highest demandmade of people is: ‘I am’.
Then the question is: ‘Am I, in the sense of
enduring life, of original life, of eternal life?’
This question raises the danger that the old
charge of these concepts overrules true
‘being’. We realise that this happens, but
sometimes it is tempting to give in to it.
What do youmean, tempting? What is
wrong with it? Does not every wrong step
bring me closer to the part of myself that
cannot be defined? Is it not a path, an
instrument, a task to systematically lead
everything that I experience outside myself
back to the concept of ‘myself ’? The
outermost aspect expands to a story, the
innermost aspect to a new piece of the
overall picture of reality. Eachparticle of it is
unveiled and recognised as belonging to
‘myself ’.
This recognition is called self-knowledge.

I am the stage, the actor and the audience.
The stage is constructed of what has been
said, written and experienced of the ‘story’
behind the scenes. For centuries, the story
formed the de¤ cor, word-by-word and
dream-by-dream. And just as the stage has
worked on the actor for ages, the actor has
worked on the stage for ages. But today is the
day: everything is still standing a bit
unsteadily and inadequately, but what is
needed for the great encounter is there: the
de¤ cor is ready and the actor is waiting for his
cue.
The spotlights are switched on; the actor
comes to life. The tyrant shows his
impotence ^ and leaves compassion behind;
Santa shows his poverty ^ and leaves
devotion behind; the producer demon-
strates his ignorance ^ and leaves insight
behind, and all of this simultaneously, in a
flash. Then the image fades into a beneficial
vibrationwithin and aroundme, a mild
presence, inwhich the stage light is only a
shadow. Against this background, the great
knowledge radiates: the human being is the
temple; he is God’s house.
Perhaps that which ‘has been said and
written’ is for us, people of the twenty-first
century with predominantly the fire of the
earth in our blood, initially still indispensa-
ble for this reorientation. We will gratefully
use it, but often sources outside ourselves
offer a distorted image of what is ‘on yonder
side’. This ‘distorted image’ differs individ-
ually as to its composition and quality. It can
only be comprehendedwith the sparkof the
spirit, even if it is still living in the shadowof
the earthly fire.
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Approaching hesitantly

Consciousness is, amongst other things,
knowing, perceiving, surveying something.
Without it, ensoulment is the effect of
natural forces that maintain the appearance
of a ‘self ’, that maintain something with
small and large cycles like day and night, the
seasons, ‘rising and fading’, the small world.
But the sparkof the spirit has been taken up
into a process of awakening. The dormant
great knowledge is awakened in us and
shakes off all influences that try to displace
this knowledge. The insight breaks through
that God cannot be anything else thanmy
deepest self, and at the same time, the
awareness of the suffocating tangle that has
beenwound around this nucleus in the
course of time breaks through.
Andthen it becomes clear that,to the extent
that we are able to protect ourselves from
any outside influences and to allow the
inner being to speak,we can say: ‘I am living
in twoworlds, and simultaneously two
worlds are living inme.’
Themoment will arrive that bothworlds
withinme are ensouled by a consciousness,
so that I can live in both. I have encountered
the tyrant, Santa and the producer within
myself, and experienced their impotence,
poverty and ignorance. That is also alive in
me. I clearly have to do something with it,
but do I also have to be it? Again and again,
we are confronted with this choice; again
and again, the stream confronts us not only
with the shadow side, but also with the
world of compassion, devotion and insight.
And after you have run from the stream for
the umpteenth time,you hesitatingly come
home again.You expect an uneasy silence,
but instead, a flower is waiting on the table,
of which the fragrance surrounds youwith a
‘welcome home’, and you recognise the
mild admonition because of the not-
recognised love, the exhortation of the
power of the great world that drives
everything to the ‘good end’.

The Name

We are familiar with the gifts of the old
small world: fear and worry, distrust,
struggle and loneliness, although there are
unmistakably also beautiful, pleasant and
interesting aspects. But an intense contact
with them soon leads to the objection: is
that all? How different this becomes, when
we are going to limit our role in the story to
what is necessary and are going to look for
the reality of the undercurrent. It seems as if
discovering and consciously beholding this
reality activates the stream of ‘well-being’,
even if we have to suffer the human incon-
veniences; even if we also becomewet when
it rains. But things have changed; it is as if we
have been taken up into another field, the
Light-protecting field. And we stay behind
with a feeling of profound gratitude for
everything that was, is and is to come. We are
just as vulnerable as everyone else, perhaps
evenmore so, because the soul is on edge,
yet somehow unassailable,undeniably
protected and led by a Power that we do not
dare to give a name, because we do not want
to be considered dreamers or fantasts. But the
Name vibrates thousandfold in the inner temple! Is it
actually necessary to comprehend,
understandGodmentally? Do we not also
live with sun, light, warmth, and experience
their comfort, without our wanting to
explain this effect?
Perhaps the whole mystery can be found in
the ancient Cathar hymn:

‘What is God?
Let us, who came hither, be silent.
Let us not mention His Name.
Let us remain silent. ^ Let us pray in silence.
He who wants to say whoHe is, must be who
He is.’
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Music evokes certain moods and, since time immemorial, this is used consciously. During joyous

events (like weddings and victory celebrations), music is played that makes the guests happy and

cheerful and/or invites them to dance. But music is infinitely more.

The psychology of music
There are serious studies showing that
mediaeval people were less depressed,
because festivals and fairs kept them ‘on
the right track’ and completely involved
them in the community again! At
funerals, the bereft often bid farewell to

their beloved ones with solemn and
heavy music, in an atmosphere that,
often involuntarily, leads to turning
inwardly and contemplation. In times of
war, drums drown and anaesthetise ^
both in primitive tribes and inmore

13th-century tile

picture from
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civilised peoples ^ the feelings of fear of the
soldiers, while marching music causes the
advancing fighters to feel invulnerable, so
that they approach the enemy proudly and
confidently. Weknow that duringWorldWar
II the Scottish regiments hadmiraculous
successes, because bagpipers continued to
play their shrill, piercing tunes in the midst
of the horrors of the battlefield. This killed
two birdswithone stone: itmade the enemy
flee, but simultaneously encouraged the
Scottish soldiers.
The film industry uses music in an ad-
vanced way. Awhole range of sound effects
takes advantage of the feelings of the audi-
ence. When the shadow of a hand reaches

for the door handle, with an unsuspecting
person behind the door, it is above all the
music that affects the audience’s nerves,
and their breath stops when the intruder
opens the door with a swift move. It has
been demonstrated that during pursuits,
the increased tempo of the music also in-
creases the public’s pulse. There is soft,
swooning music when the plot unravels
and the lovers fall into each other’s arms...

The sage of Syracuse

InWestern tradition, Pythagoras was one of
the first people who systematically investi-
gated the influence of music on the human
psyche. Legend tells that he decided to
embark on this research, when he passed a
smithy, where several blacksmiths were
forging a sword and in turn applied a
hammer blow. He wondered why each
hammer produced its own pitch and
timbre. By experimenting with a device
with strings that were stretched by different
weights, Pythagoras discovered that there
was a relationship between pitch and
weight and that the consonance of some
tones was harmonious, while that of others
was not. In the Pythagorean theory of
harmony, knowledge of interval relation-
ships between simultaneously sounding
tones and series of tones that were ordered
along rhythmic and melodic lines in time,
was expanded to a system of universal
principles, which the Pythagoreans also re-
cognised in the order and the structure of
macrocosm, cosmos and microcosm.
The wisdom of their mysteries did not
consider the solar cosmos a mechanism, a
dead mechanism, but this cosmos was seen
as manifesting a logos. It was known that
behind the visible forms a living, pulsating,
divine primordial power was active. Just as
the ancient Indian Hindu sages, who heard
the all-pervasive fundamental tone ‘AUM’
in the heart of creation, the Pythagoreans
departed from a cosmic ground tone that
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was divided into scales, whereby each tone
of a scale in turn produced other octaves.
All celestial bodies, all constellations, all
suns, planets and moons, have their own
tone, their own vibration and together sing
the beautiful song of creation.Of Pytha-
goras it is said that he, as an initiate in the
ancient Egyptian and Indian mysteries,
could really observe the ‘harmony of the
spheres’ with his inner being.

Pythagoras learned in Egypt

The core of Pythagoras’ teachings
concerning measures and numbers is to be
found in Hermes’ principle: ‘as above, so
below’. This means that the order, the laws,
the mutual relationships applying to life in
cosmos andmacrocosm are also applicable
tomicrocosmic life, that is, to the life of each
individual.
There is harmony in the coherence
between spirit, soul and body, when the
spirit ^ always new, and always renewed ^
vibrates on and with the vibrations and
movements in the cosmos that surrounds
and penetrates the human life field from
all sides. When the spiritual impressions of
the Supernature penetrate into the soul,
states of mind will emerge on their
rhythm, which the soul would like to
express in poetry, in song and in dance.
This is why the Pythagoreans liked to
compare the human body with a musical
instrument and with the seven-stringed
lyre in particular, the instrument that
Pythagoras himself played masterfully.
When the human soul totally focuses on
the spirit, it will, through the wonderful
power of inspiration, spontaneously begin
to sing its song of the soul, and attune its
instrument, the body, to this song. The
essence of music, measure and number,
rhythm and harmony, causes in the body
equilibrium in the rhythm of heart and
respiration, in the rhythm of waking and
sleeping, in the assimilation and digestion

of food, in the stretching and relaxing of
the muscles. Finally, the inner music of the
soul resonates also in the elegant move-
ment of the body, in a supple way of
walking, in an agile and expressive face, in
twinkling eyes that reflect both mischief
and the depth of the soul life, and in a
singing voice.
The Pythagoreans attributed illness and
disturbances in the mental, psychological
and physical functions to disharmonic
conditions in the complex human life
system. They found the main cause of dis-
harmony in egocentricity, in only looking
after one’s own interests, in being deaf to
the ‘music of the spheres’. The I-personal-
ity cuts himself off from the vibrations
emanating from the divine world, which
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grant light, power, harmony and health to
the human being who is attuned to them.
Therefore, separation develops false, that is
not-tuned, tones in the psyche, which ulti-
mately may lead, literally and metaphori-
cally, to a cacophony of unhealthy disso-
nances, to chaos of noise and racket.

Music as therapy

In Pythagorean therapy, the principle of
order inmusic plays an important role. First,
the illness and the underlying disharmonic
tensions were analysed. If the imbalance
between, on the one hand, tooweak, and on
the other hand too strong soul factors was
exposed, the too strong soul factors (like
anger, fear, hatred, jealousy, self-pity, con-
ceitedness)were tempered, andthe tooweak
soul forces (for example self-sacrifice,
compassion, longing for unificationwith
the greater whole, for truth, beauty and
harmony) were strengthened and
dynamised. The principle of this therapy is
clarified by a story, in which Pythagoras was
able to bring aman, possessed by anger and
on the brink of committing murder, to his
senses with his lyre. With certain sounds, he
evoked insight, calmness, and self-control in
the man’s psyche, in spite of his anger. This
reminds us of the biblical story, in which
David was able to influence the psyche of
the sombre, jealous andmurder-inclined
Saul with his harp.
We do not know which music the Pytha-
goreans exactly used and how it was
applied. However, we do know something
of the principles they employed, and it is
interesting to see how they reappear in the
modern practice of music therapy. In
centres for music therapy, restful, harmo-
nious music often successfully steers, for
example, increasing emotional instability ^
a result of our hectic and noisy society ^ in
the right direction again. Even specific
therapeutic effects of the music of certain
composers are scientifically established.

Mozart’s music, for example, supposedly
alleviates rheumatic pains; Schubert is
purported to be good against sleeplessness,
Handel against emotional problems and
Bach works supposedly on the digestive
system.Of the Parisian E.N.T.-specialist
Alfred ATomatis it is said that he achieved
good results in the treatment of autism and
hearing disorders (like certain types of
deafness and Meunie' re’s syndrome, an af-
fection of the organ of balance originating
in the inner ear) by working with Mozart’s
early symphonies.
Recent brain research shows that the brain
has a fundamental need of rhythm. When
this rhythm, which differs individually, is
missing, disturbances of the brain func-
tions arise that particularly manifest
themselves in stress. And stress may have
disastrous consequences for our health. Pa-
tients suffering from extreme stress appear
to benefit remarkably from drum therapy.
The patient, who is drumming himself,
spontaneously seeks the rhythm that suits
him and this rhythm works beneficially on
the nervous tensions in his body. Such
drum sessions have also demonstrated to
slow down, stop and even revert the pro-
gress of diseases like autism, dementia and
Alzheimer’s syndrome.
The ‘new age’ movement, in which
emotion and sensitivity play an important
role, deals in another way with music. The
basic idea is that the psyche of modern
people has exploded like a cluster bomb.
The human being has condemned himself
to loneliness by dissociating from the
natural order; he did not only lose contact
with his own past and that of the group,
but also lost the link with Mother Earth,
with the sun, the moon and the stars.
With subtle, often synthetic series of tones,
which contain elements of old liturgical
church music or of music of ancient,
almost forgotten cultures (like that of the
Celts, the American Indians and the Aus-
tralian Aboriginals), it is attempted to
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restore the chasm between the tattered,
fragmented life and the deeper self. With
Tibetan singing bowls and overtone
singing, it is even tried to evoke powers,
which magically link people with a world
community that surpasses race, religion
and time.

The cosmic tone of 442 Hertz

Apart from activities in Pythagoras’
mystery school, in modern music therapy
and in the ‘new age’ movement, the con-
scious use of music for achieving certain
results (like healing or the development of
one’s deeper self) is only applied by a few
people. In ancient China, however, the
whole social order was based on and orga-
nised according to musical principles.Ob-
viously, these principles largely corre-
sponded to the Pythagorean teachings of
rhythm, proportion and harmony.
During the prime of Chinese civilisation,
society was not organised according to the
principles of human weaknesses like lust
for power, exploitation, oppression and
forming coalitions on the basis of well-un-
derstood self-interest. No, it was attempted
to organise society according to cosmic
principles. Earthly life could be a reflection
of the divine order and the perfect
harmony that controls the cosmos, so that
earthly life could be permeated with
heavenly energies.
Just as the ancient Hindus, people in
ancient China believed that an inaudible
sound, a primordial tone, underlies every-
thing manifested, underlies spirit and
matter, matter and energy. They called this
primordial tone the Huang Chung or
‘yellow sound’ or ‘yellow bell’. The term
Huang Chung was also used for the
concept of ‘supreme ruler’ or ‘divine will’.
Yellow was the colour of both heavenly
wisdom and the ruling emperor. This
heavenly, inaudible Huang Chung corre-
sponded to a certain audible sound: the

earthly Huang Chung of 442 Hertz. And it
was this Huang Chung that linked heaven
and earth; that ensured that the divine will
was passed on to mortals through the
heavenly and the earthly ruler.
We know that Chinese civilisation was very
much focused on ceremonies and had a
multitude of rituals. Numerous precepts,
rules and laws caused social life in the
immense empire to develop in a very
ordered way. During these ceremonies and
rituals, music played an important part
and all this music derived from the Huang
Chung, the Golden Sound. To the ancient
Chinese, music meant much more than
amusement could offer or a devout, serene
mood could evoke. It was an energy
formula with which the holy power of the
sound was evoked and spread. Through
this music, eternal truths were transmitted
to the human consciousness, and the in-
habitants of the empire were lifted onto
and kept on a higher moral level. An
ancient Chinese manuscript states, for
example: ‘Through the influence of music,
the five social tasks are spontaneously ac-
complished, the eyes and ears are clear, the
blood and the vital energies are balanced,
lust is overcome, the customs are improved
and the empire achieves a state of perfect
peace.’

The tone is the measure of things

The relationship between the heavenly and
the earthly Huang Chung was above all
expressed in a musical system, in which an
octave, just as in our Western tone system,
consists of twelve tones. Each of these
twelve tones was associated with a sign of
the zodiac, and depending on the time of
the day and the month of the year, a spe-
cific tone played a prominent role in the
music. The character of the music thus
followed the celestial movements and was
a transit channel of cosmic energies.
The idea of the perfect state, based on the
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Huang Chung, went so far that also the in-
stitutions of the state, like departments,
and the government officials each had
their own tone and their own ceremonial
music.
The measures and weights were also
derived from the Huang Chung. The stan-
dard length was the length of a string that
produced the golden sound and the stan-
dard weight was the weight of a metal rod
of the right diameter that also produced
the golden sound. The prototypes of these
measures and weights were stored in the
Ministry of Music. Music that was not
based on the Huang Chung was often
considered gross and sensual. Due to the
immoral influence on the population, this
music was often banned by the authorities,
when warnings were not effective. Ulti-
mately, the ancient Chinese civilisation,
which reached its pinnacle with and
through music, also declined through
music. The traditional Chinese music was
too much forced into a straightjacket of
rules and precepts, and in this way declined
and was subsequently overrun by foreign,
mainly Western influences.
In this example, we clearly see that,
although music can be the carrier wave of
eternal truths, the form is subject to
change. The essence of music, therefore,
always seeks new forms of expression that
are suitable for the developing human
psyche. And even if some musical expres-
sions experience a long prime, they sooner
or later end up, just as other forms of
culture, on the scrap heap of time.
Above, a few times reference is made to the
secret, hidden power of music, about
which the wisdom of the mysteries speaks.
Something of this wisdom of the mysteries
can be found in the myth of Orpheus and
Eurydice (see also Pentagram 4, 2007). This
Greek myth, which can be interpreted in
many ways, has inspired a number of
composers (like Monteverdi, Gluck,
Offenbach) to set to music what is

sometimes called ‘the tragedy of the im-
possible love’. And not without reason:
there is, after all, no art form that
approaches the spirit of divine love so
closely as music does.
Just as the spirit, music is fleeting and
elusive. Just as the spirit, music has no past
or future, but comes to life, into action, in
the immediate ‘present’. And just as with a
spiritual touch, sparks may jump over:
sparks of the divine fire.
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The Chinese
Gnosis
A commentary on part1 of LaoTzu’s

Tao Te Ching
by
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and
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Never has there been a commen-
tary on the Tao Te Ching like this
one, in which the Tao Te Ching is
seen as a gnostic text and interpre-
ted on the basis of gnostic insight.
As the authors explain, Gnosis ^
the original divine Knowledge
which gives access to the path of
liberation ^ is not limited to one
particular country or nation.
Gnosis is universal and intended
for the whole human race, and
wherever in the world theMessen-
gers of the Light may work, it will
always be revealed.
That is why it was manifested not
only in the Middle East, but also
in ancient China, in the form of
Lao Tzu’s Tao Te Ching. Written
down some 2600 years ago, the

TaoTe Ching is a brief text consis-
ting of only 81 short chapters, yet
it is so charged with meaning that
it contains everything the seeker
of liberation needs to know.
Take this verse from chapter 33
for instance: He who overcomes
others is strong, but he who over-
comes himself is omnipotent. The
authors’ interpretation of this
verse is as follows: ‘being omnipo-
tent means unlocking and partici-
pating in the core essence of the
Godhead’ . In a few words, this
summarises the whole magnifi-
cent task underlying human exis-
tence. The Chinese Gnosis not
only explains this task, but also
shows how it can be accomplis-
hed.
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